
 
 

  

 

Conserving the last known free-roaming pack of Endangered 

African Wild Dogs in South Africa. 

African Wild Dogs (Lycaon pictus) are the most endangered carnivore in South 

Africa, with an estimated 520 left in the whole country. Wild Dogs used to thrive 

in the rich biodiversity landscapes of South Africa, but pervasive threats such as 

hunting, poisons, road collisions, snaring and habitat loss have reduced the 

population to near extinction. African Wild Dogs are protected in terms of the National 

Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (Act 10 of 2004) and the Threatened or 

Protected Species Regulations of 2007 (ToPS). They are categorised as an Endangered 

Species (EN) – Indigenous species facing a high risk of extinction in the wild in the near future, 

although they are not critically endangered. The activities of hunting or killing ToPS listed 

species require a permit from the relevant conservation authority, and where no permits have 

been issued for such activities, it is deemed a crime.  Unfortunately, conflict between 

carnivores and farmers over the killing of game is a reality in the Waterberg but many farmers 

have chosen to implement conflict mitigation measures in partnership with the EWT such as 

the use of Livestock Guarding Dogs.  However, some landowners still have negative attitudes 

towards these carnivores. 

Despite the incredible threats Wild Dogs face, especially outside of protected areas, a single 

Wild Dog pack has survived in the Waterberg region of northern South Africa. However, over 

the last five years, their numbers and distribution have declined while the threats have 

increased. But, this area also has incredible eco-tourism potential being located in the heart 
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of a biosphere reserve and being close to the urban hub of Johannesburg. With the 

Endangered status of Wild Dogs, and the importance of preserving South Africa’s last free-

roaming Wild Dog genes, our goal is to safeguard this very last pack of genuinely free-

roaming Wild Dogs. 

The Waterberg Biosphere Reserve is about 400,000 ha in size and one of only eleven 

Biosphere Reserves in South Africa. The consortium of farms making up this reserve practice 

land uses ranging from fully protected reserves to buffer zones to corridor zones, and 

include private and commercial hunting farms. Another land use practice in the biosphere is 

intensive game breeding. Here, landowners actively and intensively breed wildlife such as 

antelope for rare colour morphs and variants and disease free herbivore species. Over the 

last few years these animals have considerable financial value and predation on these 

species by naturally occurring carnivores was generally not tolerated with retaliatory killings 

being common practice. This contributed to the further decline of the free-roaming 

population of Wild Dogs in the biosphere reserve from ~80 in 1998 to just one pack of five 

in 2017. It is therefore critically important to safeguard this pack from further persecution.  

Due to the conservation priority for Endangered Wild Dogs, action plans and strategies have 

been drawn up for the species from a provincial to national to regional level. A key theme 

throughout these strategies is promoting co-existence between landowners and Wild Dogs. 

The underlying enabling condition in co-existence is that farmers’ livelihoods are not 

substantially affected by the Wild Dogs. Therefore, forms of co-existence include proactive 

mitigation measures such as establishing early warning systems, building corrals and fences, 

placing livestock guarding animals, anti-predator deterrents and constant liaison with the 

landowners. This way, landowners’ financial assets (in this case, the game they breed) are 

relatively unaffected and the Wild Dogs are unlikely to be persecuted. Therefore, strategies 

that incentivize co-existence between Wild Dogs and farmers will likely afford protection to 

the Wild Dogs.  

 

Three individuals from the Melkrivier pack photographed in the 2018 denning season 

Our project’s goal is to safeguard the last free-roaming pack of Wild Dogs in South Africa by 

promoting a co-existence framework for the landowners and the Wild Dogs. In the first 

phase of the project, we have engaged with all landowners in the area and fitted a SAT and 

VHF tracking collar to the pack to provide an early warning system and we have mapped 

potential hot spots of conflict. We have also developed a Wild Dog eco-tourism financial 



 
 

model. This details the options for taking paying tourists on Wild Dog tracking excursions 

where the funds generated will be distributed to landowners according to the space-use of 

the pack. During the 2018 denning season we managed to take in close to 200 paying 

guests this has generated close to R120 000 for landowners where the Wild Dogs denned in 

2018. During the denning season the EWT also coordinated the donation of game carcasses 

to feed the Wild Dog pack. By feeding the pack it reduced the impact of the Wild Dogs on 

the properties surrounding the den site. The Waterberg community came together and 62 

carcasses were donated by stakeholders in the Waterberg to the value of over R132 000. In 

the next phase of the project, we want to trial the implementation of this model over a two 

year period.  

To date the Wild Dogs have not predated on any high value species since we have been 

monitoring them since April 2018, they mainly predate on impala, bushbuck, duiker, 

klipspringer, red hartebeest, eland and kudu. They have not broken into any high value 

game species camps and have not predated on any livestock. This pack is surviving in areas 

where they have always been present predating on game that has always been prevalent. 

 

Movements of the Melkrivier Pack since April 2018 

 

 

 



 
 

First Collaring: 10 April 2018 

We finally managed to collar the Waterberg pack. The pack was seen on a farm near Melkrivier 

and fortunately a vet and chopper was available. We managed to put a satellite as well as a 

VHF collar on two members of the pack 

.  

First of two African Wild Dogs collared on the 10 April 2019 

Male dispersal:  

A group of four males left the pack on the 5th of August. This group was seen on a farm called 

Sterkfontein and continued to move in a Westerly direction. They were last seen on Emoya 

however only two individuals were seen. This is normal Wild Dog behaviour, when a pack gets 

too big often individuals break off in single sex groups to looks for other single sex groups of 

the opposite sex in order to start their own packs. 

Second Collaring: 19 August 2018 

The Waterberg Wild Dog packs satellite collar stopped working shortly after the conclusion of 

the denning season. We managed to monitor the pack using telemetry for a few weeks 

however they were in a very remote area and were seldom seen. We decided to put another 

Satellite collar on and an opportunity arose on the 19 August. Fortunately we managed to get 

the collar on a young female from the pack. Unfortunately, the collar did not work as well as 

the first satellite collar and plans were made to replace this collar. 

Collaring a second adult female with a satellite collar 



 
 

Third Collaring: 10 December 2018 

On the 10th of December the pack was found on Lapalala a very safe area for the Wild Dogs 

we managed to put another Satellite collar on the pack this time on an adult female. To date 

the collar has been working very well. Unfortunately the pack has moved off Lapalala. We are 

continuing to engage with landowners to keep this pack safe. 

 

Collaring a third adult female with a satellite collar 

There have always been Wild Dogs in the Waterberg, we have discovered cave paintings of 

the species in the Waterberg. This is their home and has been for many years, it is the only 

place left in South Africa that has free-roaming Wild Dogs occurring outside of a formally 

protected area. The Waterberg is a Biosphere Reserve and is supposed to safeguard 

Biodiversity. We will continue to conserve the rarest most endangered carnivore of the 

Waterberg by engaging and liaising with landowners to safeguard them from unnecessary 

persecution. From an estimated 5 Wild Dogs left in the Waterberg in 2017, we now have 21 

Wild Dogs in two packs, a large pack of 15 surviving in the Melkrivier area as well as a small 

pack of 6 surviving in the Vrymansrus area of the Waterberg. This is a huge conservation 

success story. 
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